Where are the posters and the clear maps, why were the council representatives so
unprepared?
I didn’t even read anything in the Warrington Guardian until the Facebook group started to
generate publicity. Are we in Mao’s china or is this Britain? I am disgusted by the underhand
nature of the process. This should be addressed before the process is allowed to continue.
The people of Warrington deserve facts, not lies, they need more information about road
networks, schools, facilities, and they need more options. They need council representatives
who have answers and are not purposely evasive and worse contradictory.
Jumping to the conclusion that the only option is to build this ludicrous number of houses in
the prime and beautiful nature spots is such an easy option. This brings me to my second
objection.
2. BASIS FOR NEED CALCULATION
My husband and I were particularly interested in this as it feels fundamentally wrong. We
asked many questions about the parameters for the calculation and again were left believing
there to be a massive amount of bias in the numbers presented;
- Why is the plan over such a long period? 20 years is well in excess of the
government requirement and drives an enormous amount of uncertainty into the
calculation. Other time periods should be considered and the calculations put forward
– my guess is that a shorter period would massively reduce the need. Why decimate
our precious greenbelt on the basis of something so tenuous. Let’s just do what we
have to as the price we have to pay is just too high.
- Why is this pre Brexit considerations, there should be a significant down scaling in
line with wider economic assumptions?
- The data used is highly sensitive to the relationship between employment, population
demographics and dwelling occupancy. The particular assumptions used appear to
have been selected to justify a higher housing requirement well above the need and
are not logical, consistent or robust. Please review this.
- Option 2 is based on an excess employment and economic growth outlook with
considerations completely outside the control or influence of WBC, and ignoring the
competing aspirations of adjacent and further afield boroughs and housing areas.
Why? This should all be considered. Please explain why this has not happened.
- All the economic initiatives highlighted under the EDNA such as
Cheshire devolution and HS2/HS3 will, if they ever happen, be needed just to provide
jobs for the natural increase in the population; they are not a justification for even more
housing.
I was again appalled when one of my neighbours brought it to my attention that the
Objectively Assessed Needs (OAN) is cited on p.5 of the PDO as 839 new homes per
annum - but this was based on 2012 surveys. Before publishing the PDO, WBC were in
possession of an updated May 2017 report based on 2014 data which shows a comparable
figure of just 738 homes per year (but could be as low as 679 homes pa), but this number
has been ignored. Why wasn’t this used instead? Presumably because it didn’t give the
answer the developers and our overly ambitious >£100K per year councillors wanted.
Presumably, because if this whole thing was massively scaled down to what we REALLY
have to do, the justification for destroying the countryside would be weakened. This is
politics and spin at its worst, I am shocked beyond belief.
3. GREEN BELT CLASSIFICATION
My next objection is based around the classification of the Green Belt. Vastly different areas
were bucketed together and given an overall ‘Weak’ classification. How can a farmer’s field
that backs onto the M6 be in the same category as woodland with streams and protected
wildlife that surround a stunning ancient village set in one of Grappenhall’s conservation

If we really must lose some of the Green Belt (and to be clear I don’t agree with the extent of
what is suggested in any way), then go for the areas that will leave the villages as they are.
Create a new village around the existing warehousing up near the motorway and leave the
area around our ancient village alone.
Surely by doing this you will get closer to the objective of creating more affordable housing.
That land will be cheaper and the properties will not need to be in the £300K+ area. Build
some attractive flats and smaller houses in a new village. Only build what you must.
Reconsider some of the brown field sites, take into account areas such as the Fiddler’s Ferry
site where there is still long term uncertainty. Assume that land will be available rather than
assuming it won’t be!
6. TRANSPORT LINKS
Again this was a key focus for us at the Park Royal event. I was appalled by the
contradictory spin being given out on this subject. The Warrington road network is famously
bad. The town is locked in by waterways and motorways and there is already chaos.
Warrington is one of the areas in the country where health is most badly affected by air
pollution, largely caused by traffic.
When questioned, Andy Farrell and his team gave totally different answers to simple
questions like what alternatives are being considered and how can we guarantee that
developers will go ahead with the improvements to the road network. They couldn’t discuss
how funding would work. Some of them claimed that the proposed route through another
much loved area, the Trans Pennine Trail wasn’t really a proposed route.
This has to be a major blocker. Without a VERY clear plan for how this is all going to work in
an area with such massive issues already surely this will be a disaster for the town. The plan
and the funding must be secured before the green belt is released. To seek one without
clarification of the other is ludicrous.
I can envisage huge issues with the M6, M56 junction in Grappenhall, already renowned for
causing traffic chaos. The Thelwall viaduct is infamous for traffic issues. Any problems at all
on this difficult part of the road network lead to immediate consequences for the A50 and
Broad Lane, used as alternatives for the suffering commuters. How on earth is this going to
work with years and years of development and a vast increase in population?
Many more people will die of pollution related diseases and businesses will fail due to
inefficiencies caused by this. In Warrington in 2013, 4.8% of all deaths were caused by manmade particulate pollution in our air, which is equal to 95 unnecessary deaths a year. This is
slightly worse than the average for the North West of 4.6%. This situation is unacceptable
and is not being tackled.
The commute out to Manchester and Liverpool (very commonplace in South Warrington)
will be impossible. Grappenhall to Manchester City Centre currently takes 1 hour 10 mins on
average in a morning and longer at night, this is a journey that should take c30 mins and is
already on the outer range of doable for most commuters. Add into this many thousands of
extra people making their way to the local cities and we will have utter chaos. The model
won’t work as people won’t want to live here.
7. FLOODING

Broad Lane and Stockton Lane both flood very frequently,
How is this going to be addressed? Surely without the fields
and plants this situation will get worse. The flood issue in Grappenhall wasn’t mentioned
anywhere. Is this going to be addressed? The whole area has a problem with this, Broad
Lane is a big hill and the areas at the bottom of the hill are often water logged. The council
representatives weren’t even aware of this, why not?

8. AMENITIES
Health – Warrington Hospital is not meeting targets and is already providing an appalling
service to the community; increasing the population will make this worse – what is being
done to address this? Will more people die because of this plan?
Dentists/ Doctors – It is incredibly difficult to get appointments at dentists and doctors in the
area already, with an extra c24K people, how will the stretched services cope? How will
improvements to amenities be made?
Schools – Schools are largely full and would be over stretched with the current development
plans for Grappenhall Heys alone, how is this being addressed? There was no clarity here
and little thought had gone into this.
Shops – Already inadequate in parts of South Warrington eg Grappenhall Heys, how can
residents be assured that this isn’t going to lead to further traffic chaos?
Community Areas and Sports Facilities – As above , how will the needs of all of these people
be addressed without causing further health and well-being issues in the area ?
Decimating the Green Belt is the cheap, easy, most profitable route for developers, but it is
wrong. In this case the easy option is not the right option. The people in the villages of South
Warrington want to remain in villages. We do not want to live in a city. We need the Green
Belt to provide us with clean air, recreational areas and to prevent Urban Sprawl. Nature and
history should be protected. The calculations and definitions in the PDO must be reviewed
and challenged. The council should represent what people want as well as what they need.
We accept that more houses are needed, but not this many and not by stripping us of so
many of our most precious areas of beauty.
I look forward to your response and make no apology for the length of this letter or my
strength of feeling. Grappenhall has been my family home for generations and we love it and
will do all we can do to protect it from this. I will campaign tirelessly to prevent this
abomination.
Yours Faithfully

